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Calling kids and art lovers of all ages: get creative and make the tattoos in this beautiful coloring

book take shape and come to life by adding your own color and detail. Use the imaginative outlines

in this book to produce your own cool works of art featuring awesome tattoos with colored

pencils.Each delightful scenario is guaranteed to bring out your creative instincts, enabling you to

complete it with colors of your choosing. Also check out the other volumes in this gorgeous coloring

book series, featuring fairies, victoriana patterns, flowers, and impressionist artwork.By the end you

will have a gallery of personalized pictures that you will be proud to call your own.
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I found this actually at our local Michael's craft store. I'm glad I got to look through it first and after a

quick inspection I bought two, one for my boyfriend as well. I knew ifi only got one that we would be

fighting over a lot of the same pictures! Lol this book has just about everything! Some pages are one

big picture of something and others have a few mini pictures. The detail in them ranges from pretty

simple to a few that are so detailed it might take me a month to finish! And even tge simpler pictures

can be more detailed if you make them more detailed... I really think the people that say tis book

has too many simple pictures are eiter looking for more things like mandala (which i also like to color

sometimes) coloring style books! If you have an imagination, you will love this book! For example

the first picture I posted is of a fairy girl, I added in all the patchwork on her to give her a different



look....The pages are much thicker than normal coloring books!

I loved this when it came in the designs are great and real easily to use as a stencil as well for

beginners to just start off with. The lines in the book are bold like many of the traditional style tattoos

and that is a basic to know and understand for people practicing line work. As for the coloring in the

pictures my kids love it I make copies of the designs and let them color those in. I would highly

recommend this product for anyone and every one the variety is just immense in this book and it is

worth the couple bucks for it

This is a solid, and well put together coloring book, for a very reasonable price. The majority of the

designs are great, and the paper is very high quality. Honestly the only thing keeping me from giving

it a full 5 stars, is that several of the "full page" tattoo designs, simply aren't worthy of being given an

entire page. They should have been shrunk to half their size and put on a page with multiple other

pieces of flash art instead. There's just not a lot of fun to be had in coloring in a lovely but simplistic

Traditional Americana 'heart with dagger and banner' design that takes up a *whole* page. And it

leaves you wondering if they simply didn't have enough pieces of art to properly fill up an entire

book.

The pages are thick and one sided so you can use markers without worrying about it bleeding on

the next page. It is built like an actual book, the quality of it is just amazing.

I bought this for my boyfriend for Christmas and he loves it. I find him coloring in it a lot and the

designs are great. keeps it manly for the men

Received item quickly. Packaged well.Can't wait to start creating a few images of my own. For

people who enjoy coloring this is awesome.

This is a great coloring book, with a lot of great die songs to keep you coloring for hours. This book

is a lot thicker tha I thought it would be so you will defiantly be coloring for hours

Its petty dope. The only problem I found were the tribal designs. Almost anyone knows tribal tattoos

are for douche bags named Todd who is rich because his family is. On his internet dating profile he

lists "beer pong champ" as his occupation.
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